QM Forum Schedule - 2017/2018
Where: Norman Endler Room
When: Mondays, 10:00 am

September 11
September 18
October 2
October 16
October 23
October 30
November 6
November 13
November 20
November 21 (Tues)
November 27
January 8
January 15
January 22
January 29 (a)
January 29 (b)
February 5
February 12
February 19
February 26
March 5
March 12
March 19

Last 3 talks were cancelled due to the Teaching Assistant/Contract Faculty Strike at York University.
Welcome

Liz Page-Gould, University of Toronto, "Zeroing in on the Intercept"

Professional Development 1: Presentations and External Resources

Dale Stevens, "Thinking outside of the voxel: beyond mass-univariate analyses in functional MRI"

David Flora, "Higher order and hierarchical measurement models: Implications for subscale interpretation"

QM Job Talk

Chris Green, "The Monsters Hiding Under Psychology's Bed: Null Hypothesis Testing, p-Hacking, Publication Bias, F

QM Job Talk

QM Job Talk

QM Job Talk

Joo Ann Lee, "A comparison of methods in modelling nonlinear data"

Lee Fabrigar, Queen's University, "Reconsidering Some Common Assumptions in the Replication Debate"

Annalise D'Souza, "Mathematical modelling of brain performance across the life span"

Marina Rain, "Revision and validation of the Genre Author Recognition Test"

Mark Adkins, "How Prolific are Statistical Anomalies in Psychological Research?"

Nataly Beribisky, "Visualizing Associations Between Variables: Equivalence and Difference-Based Perspectives"

Michael Friendly, "The prehistory of dynamic and interactive graphics: Visualizing time and motion"

Professional Development 2: Brief Introduction to Meta-Analysis

Reading Week

Joshua Guilfoyle, "Measuring the motivation to apologize"

Linda/Marie-Louise

Ian-Davidson
Rob Cribbie

e to the Teaching Assistant/Contract Faculty Strike at York University